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“Stabiliry of Runge-Kutta Methods for Stiff by K. Dekker and 
J.G. Verwer (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1984) 308 pages; price: 36.50 US$ 
This book is published as a CWI Monograph and brings an important contribution to the error 
and stability analysis for nonlinear stiff ordinary differential equations. The authors intend to 
bring a unified account of the developments in the field of nonlinear stability properties of 
numerical methods for stiff differential equations. The study of this problem was greatly 
influenced by the concepts of A-stability (Dahlquist, 1975) and B-stability (Butcher, 1975). The 
text is limited to the classical one-step Runge-Kutta methods, but is not considered as an 
introduction to this class of methods. 
The monograph is intended for students and research people who already have some basic 
knowledge of stiff differential equations and Runge-Kutta methods. It does not cover topics as 
Butcher series, order stars and codes. 
The notions of contractivity, B-stability, reducibility, B-convergence, D-stability are explained 
in detail and illustrated by a number of examples. The techniques and results are also applied to 
the class of Runge-Kutta-Rosenbrock methods and to certain methods for solving partial 
differential equations. 
The book gives an extensive analysis of the error and the stability properties of the methods 
under consideration. 
Defect Correction Methods. Theory and Applications, edited by K. Biihmer and H.J. Stetter, 
(Springer, Wien, 1984) 243 pages; price: 68.00 DM 
This book contains the Proceedings of a working conference on “ Error Asymptotics and Defect 
Corrections”, organized by K. Bohmer, V. Pereyra and H.J. Stetter at the Mathematisches 
Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach in July 1983. 
The book has not the intention to be a state-of-the-art report in defect corrections. It is a 
collection of snapshots of activities in a number of segments on the frontiers of this area. Some 
articles focus strongly on the basic concepts of defect correction. Most contributions use the 
defect correction ideas only as an instrument to attain a certain goal. 
There is an introductory paper on “The Defect Correction Approach” by the editors and P.W. 
Hemker. Furthermore the following fields are covered: defect correction for operator equations, 
multi-grid methods, computation of high-accuracy results, defect corrections in applied Mathe- 
matics and numerical software. 
The book is published as supplementum 5 of “Computing”. 
Approximation Theory and Spline Functions, edited by S.P. Singh, J.W.H. Burry and B. Watson, 
(Reidel, Dordrecht, 1983) 485 pages; price: 69,50 US$ 
This book contains the Proceedings of a NATO Advanced Study Institute on approximation 
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